ISRAEL EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS

1. Applicants must be Jewish and living in the Federation Service Area: Boynton Beach north through Vero Beach.

2. Participants must not have received an Israel Experience Program scholarship from Jewish Federation of Palm Beach County in the past.

3. The program must be a qualifying Israel Experience Program listed on the Jewish Federation’s approved summer program list below.

4. IMPORTANT: In addition to your completed application, a copy of your COMPLETE 2018 Tax Return (Form 1040) and a current paystub is required for your application to be considered. You will be asked to upload these documents at the end of the application.

PRE-APPROVED ISRAEL EXPERIENCE PROGRAMS

- AFIKEI TORAH WOMEN STUDIES
- ALEXANDER MUSS HIGH SCHOOL IN ISRAEL
- AMERICAN HEBREW ACADEMY
- AMERICAN-ISRAELI HIGH SCHOOL
- BBYO PASSPORT TO ISRAEL
- BEIS CHANA SEMINARY
- BNAI AKIVA, MACH HACH BA'ARETZ
- CTEEN HERITAGE QUEST
- FEDERATION’S YOUNG AMBASSADORS
- HASBARA FELLOWSHIP
- HEBREW UNIVERSITY OF JERUSALEM
- HILLEL COLLEGE PROGRAMS
- ISRAEL TOUR CONNECTION (ITC)
- JCC STAFF TRIPS
- JERUSALEM JOURNEY
- JEWISH LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE (JLI)
- KIBBUTZ ULPAN
- LIVNOT U’LEHIBANOT
- MARCH OF THE LIVING
- MARVA - ISRAEL OUTDOOR EXPERIENCE
- MASA
- MORIS LEIBERMAN OVERSEAS SEMINAR
- NEW ENGLAND INSTITUTE OF JEWISH STUDIES
- NFTY ISRAEL EXPERIENCES
- NCSY ISRAEL EXPERIENCES
- NISHMAT PROGRAM
- OHR SOMAYACH
- RAMAH’S SEMINAR IN ISRAEL
- SYNAGOGUE PEER TRIPS
- TEL AVIV UNIVERSITY OVERSEAS
- TICHON RAMAH YERUSHALAYIM
- URG HELLER HIGH
- USY ISRAEL EXPERIENCES
- YOUNG JUDEA ISRAEL EXPERIENCES
- MA’APILIM/SEPHARIDIM
- zIsrael Fellowship